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As an aid to discussions on the future provision of meteorological forecasting services for civil transport operations, an approximate assessment is
made of the effects of changes in the accuracy with which en-route and take-off
The results are given in terms of the
winds and temperatures can be forecast.
annual value calculated over the world total of long-range civil operations,
first for a current subsonic fleet equivalent to about 350 Boeing 707's and
then for a possible suporsonio fleet equivalent to about 4.00 Concords, such
as might be in operation in 1980-1985.
It is found that in current long-range subsonic operations the accurate
forecasting of en-route winds is the most important item.
In future supersonic operations, however, the most important item is likely to be the accurate
fore-casting of en-route temperature, wind being of comparatively minor
importanoe.
Accuracy in foreoastlng the airfield temperature for take-off is
also likely to be important for supersonic transports.

* Replaces R.A.E. Technical Report 66297 - A.R.C. 28747
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INTRODUCTION
Recent discussions on the requirements for motcorological forecasting

for

supersonic transports have undorlinod tho need for some form of economic yardstick
against which possible improwmonts or shortcomings in forcoastlng accuracy may
b0 judged.
This Boport attempts to provide such a yardstick, uszng characteristics similar to those of Concord for tho supersonic aircraft and crossrcfcroncing against an sircraft such as the Booing 707 in order to illustrate
changes in emphasis or values compzrod with the existing subsonic situation.
Since tho obJcct is only to give a broad indication of relative sensitivities,
fairly rough assumptions have bow. made, and the results should thoref'orc not
ho used for other purposes such OS aircraft pcrformanco

assessments.

It should bc noted that the aconomio evaluation given horc is concerned
only with the effects of errors in forecasting mean rrinds and temporrturos over
complete flights. Thoro UC of course othar aspects of meteorology, including
for instwce the ability to forecast or detect extremes of wind and tempcrsturc,
thunderstorm activity, high-nltztude turbulence, hail, icing etc., which are
not dealt with here but yrhich how an important bearing on flight planning and
sof'oty and are obviously of considcrcblo value.
2

CBNEBALPHILosoPHY

2.1

En-route winds and tompcraturos
Pre-flight forecasts of

en-rout e minds and temperatures nffcct the amount

of fuel which the operctor loads in order to cchievo a desired overall froquency of arrival ?.t dzstinntion with Enough fuel remaining to execute a lastminute diversion should this prove neccsswy. Bocauso of diffcrcnccs botmecn
the forecast en-route conditions and those actually oxpericncod on each flight,
the fuel rom‘aining at dostinntion irill of course vary from flight to flaght.
The fuel remaining also varies from other cnuses, e.g. vwiability of aircraft
and engine performzncc, ATC track variations, navigational errors, variation of
cruise speed, holding time zbovc destination etc. Tho statistical combJnation
of those var~abilitios yields E. roletionship betrrc-n vAzt 112s bocn tormed the
"sector" fuel rcscrve (that p r.ct of the toto. which is ncodcd for w-route contingoncios plus dostinstion hold) and the "destination regularity", 1.~. tho
proportion of occasions, typically around 795, on r;hich zn nircrtit can be expoctod to arrive at destination without hr.ving eaten into the! othor part of its
fuel resorvo, the "torminol" or "diversion"

reserve. @picKl curves of tho
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sector fuel reserve+ versus destination regularity (or ~iicre strictly, the
percentage of arrivals at destination with more than a given aiiount of fuel)
are shown in Fig.1 for a Mach 2 SST and far a subsonic jet on the LondonNew York route. The effect of on-route forecasting errors is to increase
the sector reserve fuel thct needs to be carried in order to whiove the
desired destination regulcrity.
The size of the increase hcs to be
deterrmned statistically by combining the various chznces of encountering
different levels of en-route contingencies, with and xithout the variability
due to meteorological forecasting errors , end then t,aking the difference in
total sector reserve at equal regularity.
It may be noted in passing that
this process considerably reduces the effect of any given wriability corepared with what might be expected from looking, for mstacc, simply at
the 'I. in IO"' forecast error. This is because, in the absonco of bins,
forecast errors are as likely to bs favowxble as unfzvourable, and it is
important to keep this in nind. The statistical process trikes account of
311 the chances of neteorologicnl errors, favourable 2nd unfnvournble, in
combination with all the other contingencies. Slnply to look nt the
unfavourable half of one distribution on its own, deducing that there is a
“1 in 1000 chance of requiring porhops 5000 lb more fuel", can give a completely misloa3ing impression of the importnnco of this contmgcncy.
'
In alddition to the effect on reserve fuel, c. furthx factor which
could conceivably effect the issue is that on some sectors, at some seasons
of the ycnr, the payload on o. proportion of flights FJght be rostrictcd by
the aircraft performance ccI.xbilities relctive to the sector distance and
the field length available.
Operators deal with this problem by writing
their aircraft performance requirements in tmns of the payloxl to be carried
on Lo.ll but, e.g., 15s of flights during each season, L.C. in terms of the
"85% day", ~3. basing their bookings on this. Current long-rmgc subsonic
jets are virtunlly limit-free on most sectors so far as passenger payload is
concerned (since on most flights they carry freight as troll, which serves as
a "buffer"), so at present the problem hardly zriscs.
Sdpcrsonic aircraft,
at any rnte in the first gcncrztion, ore likely to be more critical, and on
some proportion of the 15% of flights not covered by the performance and
operating specification the payload booked will cxcced that which can be
carried under norE!l flight-planning rules. On such omaslons CJI rdverse error in
meteorologioal
off-loaded.

forecsstlng could in principle result in pcsscngers having to be
Equally, of oourso, a favourable error could lend to adddltional

*At take-off, i.e. including the fuel required to carry it to the point
at which it is used.

I
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passengers being loaded from the wait-list , zf there happened. to be one for
that flight. The nett effect, however, if off-loading of booked payload were
praotised in commercial operations, would be a loss of revenue on critioal
flights, and this penalty would be additional to that due to the increase of
fuel reserve on all flights discussed above.
The effects of forecast errors or other adverse contingencies are some. .
times expressed in these terms, g iving a somewhat dramatic answer. In commercial
practice, however, it seems likely that on SST's, as on current airoraft, the
off-loading of booked payload due to adverse meteorological forecasts just
before tskeaff will be a very rare occurrence and should not bc taken into
account in assessing the economic effects of forecasting accuracy. The operators'
working rule is likely to be that if payload has been booked and presents itself,
it will be ‘carried. The mecns available to allow the pcyloed to bc carried is
of course to modify the flight plan if the forecast happens to be adverse on
the day. Instead of planning direct to New York, for instance, the flight would
be planned to Boston, or even Gander in an extreme ccso. On most such flights
the fuol state on approaching Boston will be such as to allow the aircraft to
be r-c-clcsrcd in safety to New York, but on a proportion of them, when the
edvorse forecast materialisos or is exoocded, and tho other en-routo oontlngcncxcs including forecast holding time at New York also combine in an odvcrse
dircotion, the pilot will have to land at Boston to refuel. In affect, relative
to its real destination (New York) the aircraft is despatchsd with reduced fuel
reserves and has a potentially reduced destination rogulcrity (while of course
maintaining adequate safety roservos at all points en-route). The effect of
ninds and temperatures more ndvcrse than the level used for booking purposes
thus shows itself in practice a8 a oontribution to reduced destinction regularity
on these critical flights, rnthor than as a revenue loss duo to off-locding of
booked payload. It is important to note that this loss of regularity nould of
Course occur even af forecasts Tier-e perfect; it is duo not to errors in forecasting but simply to tho fact that the actual uinds a& temperatures are sometimes more'odvorsc then the booking lcvcl. On this opJrotiono1 approcoh the
offeot of wind and tompernturo errors, on either critical or non-oratical flights,
is also a loss of destination rsgularity rather thnn a loss of payload. The
ndditional reserve fuel needad to m&c up this loss of regularity 18 of course
simply the increase alrca~ &isousso6 cbove. Thus, on the cssumption that payloed is not off-loo&Xi, no*a?A.tional sllorance needs to be made for the
effects of the forecasting errors on critical flights.

2.2

Take-off winds and temperatures

On most flights, with take-off not critical, wind and temperature on the
airfield do not affect fuel or payload.
On a proportion of occasions, however,
airfield conditions (high temperature or variable wind along the runway) will
limit the allonable take-off weight to a value less than that needed for
carrymg the booked payload, the block fuel for the forecast en-route condi-

,

tions, and the standard fuel reserve.
On these occa.uons, as in para.2.1 above,
it w-11 usually be the fuel load rather than the payload which will be reduced
(e.g. by adopting re-clearance FrOCedLIRs), giving a reduction in destination
regularity on these critical flights. Also as in para 2.1, such a reduction would
occur even if take-off conditions could be forecast without any errors, arising
simply from the fact that airfIeld winds and temperatures arc som&imcs more
adverse than the 85% condition typically used for planning purposes. Compared
with this minimum reduction in regularity assuming perfect forecasting, the
effect of errcrs in forecasting the take-off conditions is to introduce en
edditionnl variability in the fuel loaded, and therefore an adaitional veriability in the fuel available et dostinction, lecddmg to a further reduction in
destination regularity on criticill flights.
This is not cnc of the variabilities alloved for in the curves in Fig.1, end a sepnrata allonance is therefore
needed for take-off forcwsting e-rrors on tha critical flights in question.
An obvious way of dealing with this effsot is to increase the standard fuel
reserve on all flights so that the loss in regularity duo to t&e-off forccasting errors on critical flights is balanced by on incrcese on the majority
of flights. This approach will be followed below.
The mnln difficulty is in putting a number to the proportion of flights
affected by take-off restrictions.
If payload booking IS based on 0$ conditions the proportion is clersly less than 15%. It would be exactly 15% if
every high-temperature take-off occurred in conJunction vnth a full passenger
10ad;
in practice, however, load factors will be distributed about a value
such as 7&, or perhaps 8% bearing in mind that critical conditions occur
mainly in Summer when traffic is heavy.
For illustrative purposes, the
arbitrary assumption will be made that one-third of the take-offs beyond the
85% scheduling condition, amounting therefore to 5% of total flights, occur in
conjunction with a 100% load factor so that the fuel is affected by the error
in forecasting. On the other 95% of flights the combination of sector distance,
*A steady wind along the runway will presumably be turned to advantage by
taking-off in the appropriate direction.

4
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en-route conditions, airfield conditions and load factor is assumed to be such
that the forecast take-off conditions, and therefore errors in the forecasts,
do not affect the total fuel carried.
3

CALCULATION

PROCEDURE

The first step is of course to determine the exchange rates between the
sector fuel required and the en-route wind and temperature, and between the
permissible take-off me&t (i.e. loadable fuel) and the airfield temperature
and effective wind. This is done, fairly roughly, for a Xach 2 SST similar
to Concord, and for a typical subsonic jet, on the London-New York sector.
Given these axchange rates, the stsnderd deviations of errors in forecasting can be directly oonvortod into standard deviations (a) of the excess
or defect of fuel required or available at take-off relative to a correct
forecast.
.

>

0

Assuming that the forecasting errors are normally distributed and uncorrelated, the&i standard deviations of fual are then combined with the other en-route
contingencies noted in pars 2.1 (including destination hold time). Fig.1 shows
the statistical sum of those other conditions versus the froquoncy with which
aircraft arrive at destination without having consumed more than this amount of
additional fuel (for convenicnoe thi s is refer-rod to as ttdestination regularity",
although in operational practice this term includes also aircraft which fail to
arrive for reasons other than fuel shortage - e.g. airport closure - which ‘are
not included in Fig.1).
The basic curves of Fig.1 are markedly non-Gaussian because they include
large skew terms, e.g. for destination hold, en-routa ATC restrictions etc. The
slmplo process, for Gaussian distributions only, of adding the vcrianccs (02) for
tho forecasting errors to the basic variants of Pig.? to obtain a new total
vorianoe, and then reading off at, say tho 9% frequency or "2o" level, therefore

.

gives mcorrect results. In&o-cd, the combination process has to be done by
direct numerical oomputntion.
The result obtained, at about the 98$-9'j$
frcqucncy level, is that for each additional Gcussicn distribution with standard deviation cri (lb of fuel at take-off), the fuel at take-off must be
inorcased, for equal dostinction rogalmxty, by
aFi

=

0.0002o;

lb

.

Hence, if errors in the forecast cruise temperature corresponded to a standard
deviation of 1000 lb fuel at take-off, for instance, then the increase in fuel
for the same regulsrxty would be 200 lb. The cushioning effect of the combination
process is thus apparent, as also 1s the danger 1x1 maklng srbltrary "spot-point"
quotations:
an S.D. of 1000 lb implies, and might be quoted as, a 1 in 1000
chance of needing as much as 3000 lb of extra fuel; in the event, It turns
itself into an increase in fuel of only 200 lb on all flights, rrnth everything
else equal.
4

EXCBANCBRAlBS
The basic exchange rates which have been assumed between wznd and tempera-

ture and take-off aelght for a London-New York flight are as follows:Table 1
Basic exchange rates between take-off fuel,

wind

and temperature

Channc in T.O. fuel (lb)
Subsonic
Bach 2 SST
En-routo:1 knot mean cruise wind (1)
'ICC mean cruise temperature (1)
1 knot climb and descent wind
I'C climb and descent temperature

100

250
:00(J)

40
_ (3)

450-800(2)

1 oo-:ooo(2)

Change In allowable T.O. weight
Take-off:1

knot take-off wind

l°C take-off temperature

TOO@)
1300

500(4)
1400

Notes:The cruise sensitlvztles relate to route mean iinds snd tempera(1)
tures. A conversion Iii11 bc necessary, depending on the number of
measuring stations along the route and the degrsc of corrclction
between them, before tho final ansncrs can be expressed m terms of
single-pomt measuring accuracy.

.

'
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The sensitivity of the SST to en-route tcmperaturc depends on the
detailed intake and nozzle design , ma e rmgc of posslblc values is
(2)

thcrcforc used.
For the subsonlc nircrzft the &fact of tcmpcratur‘c on olunb and
(3)
doscent performance is small.; the number quoted for cru~c in fact
covers th6 whole of the flight.
The oxohongc &to3 for t&+off wind olrcady include lillonnncc for
(4)
tho factors applied opcrctronally mhoreby the cdvantcgc of a hcndwind 1s
decreased and tha penalty of R tailamd is increase:, i.e. they nre the
real operational exchange rates against the meteorologiwl office basic
forecasts.
The +mbFrs used correspond to the more usual ho?Awind case.
5

EFFECTS ON TAKE-OFF F7JZL R.QW.RED

5.1

En-route wind znd'tempornture

errors

The effects of errors in en-rout& wind and. tompcrnture

foreccsting,

using

the above exchange rates, ore shown in Fig.2. 'I*lho increases in reserve fuel at
tzko-off, for n given dcstlnction regulrrity, are plotted against the standard
d&ation of errors m forecasting the route man w&s 2~13 tcmporatures cssummg
211 the variabilities are uncorrolctod.
Thus, if forocnsting nccurecy were
such as to give cn S.D. of 10 hots for the rout? mwn wind error in cruise, the
roscrvo fuol penalty moti3 bc 200 lb for ths SST and 1000 lb for the subsonic
aircraft.
Tho results folio!; a'square l,l.n, i.e. if the incccuracy is doubled
(S.D. = 20 Palots) tho fuel panolty 1s quadrupled, to 800 lb for the SST rind
4000 lb for the subsonic ai'rcrft.
As would be expect&, the subsonic aircrzft is sensitiva to cruisa i?ind
cad pscnw.tive to tcmpcr%turc.>I, whereas the SST is scnsitivo to cruxc tcmpcrcturc .and
. rclztivoly insensitive to ~incl. Neither alrcrllrt IS sensitive - so
fzr as rt.3ervo. fuel 19 conoerncd - to climb and dcscont oondltzons, since only
a small proportion of the tot,?1 fuel is affcctcd.
For tho SST, honcvcr, this
statement is subjoot to some rosorvetion, since in dcriving the cxchongo rates
it has beon assumed that tho circraft varies its transition procedure to suit
highpr Nnbient tcmpertturcs.
Dopending on Just how oritlcci tho trnnsition
phsqc is, this could moan:

*Lmdon-Neo! York
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(a)

A reduced angle of climb, maintaining the same hach number/height
relationship, with consequent prolongation of the acceleration phase in time
and distance, and/or
A modified Mach number/height relationship at higher temperatures,
(b)
a given Mach number being achieved at a lower height.
Both these have ramifications on Air Traffio Control problems and sonic bang
levels, espeoially when transition ooours over land. In the present oaloulations
assumption (a) has been used, with fixed engine thrust rating, since this
is
the only condition for which results ere readily available. In practice,
however, depending on the severity of the ATC/bang problem, it may be that the
transition thrust will be varied with ambient temperature, e.g. by varying the
smount or duration of reheat and/or varying the engine rpm, so 5s to ensure
that M = 1.3, for instance, is always attained at n certain distance regardless
of temperature. The effect of such a tochniquo on the variation of fuel used
with temperature has not yet bccn calculated; comporod with the oxchvgo rata
used here it could go either day, since on the one had the enginc lb/hr would
be inoreased at high tempcrzturcs, while on the other hand the time spent in
the inefficient climb and transition phaso would b t! decreased compzred with the
present assumptions. bhwhot is certain is that unless some such procedure CM be
developed to cope with tompcrnture variattlons (and, r'or th3t swtter, with weight
vnriations and piloting variations) considerable flexibilo.ty nil1 be needed in
ATC handling during the climb and occeloration.
These questions require further
joint study by the wrious interests concerned.
Returning to the en-route fuel penalties,

Fig.2 indicotcs the levels of

forecasting accuracy that ?re expected or have been assumed for performance
assessment purposes, in order to give some idea of relative scnle along the
For the subsonic aircraft on the North Atlantic, for instance, the
abscissae.
M.O.A. Fuel Reserves i;:orking Party, based on work by Durst 132 used an S.D.
of 12 knots for errors in forecast of route mean wind, 2nd cn S.D. of 4i°C
for errors in forecast of route meon temperature.
For the SST, the
Working Party based itself on an equivnlsnt hecdwind error to represent both
wind and temperature errors, sulco on the North Atlantic there 1s oppcrently
some corrolotion between wind and temperature variations at SST altitudes,
particularly in Winter. This is inappropriate here, since WC Irish to oonsider wind and temperaturs affects scparctely.
For vlnas, ‘r~c USC International
Goophysiwl Year data supplied by kiathemctws Dopertmcnt, R.A.E. which, with a

1
>
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forecasting factorU of about 0.7 as used by the Reserves W.P., would indicate
en S.D. of about 6 knots for errors in route meen forecasts at Concord altitudes
on the North Atlantic.
For temperature, we use the U.S. Weather Bureau j-year
data3 for 1957-1962 at 80 mb, which on the same basis gives an S.D. of rather
less than l$'C for errors in route mean forecasts on the North Atlantic.
Looking at these points on Pig.2,

it can be seen that at the assumed

levels of forecasting accuracy the Mach 2 SST gets away quite lightly, needing
an additional reserve fuel of only 200-400 lb to cover both mnd and temperature
errors, whereas the subsonic Jet needs about 1600 lb, nearly all for wind errors.
However, at the higher sensitivity to temperature the SST temperature penalty
increases quite sharply, and if the S.D. were 3'C instead of l&'C the reserve
fuel penalty would be 1200 lb instead of 300 lb. This point is noted because
of suggestions which have been made that an S.D. of only about l$'C for temperature errors is unrealistically low.
It may be that such suggestions are based
on interpretations of single-point readings rather than overall route means. On
the North Atlantic at any rate, the extensive U.S. Weather Bureau data show that
although the mean temperature of course varies with time (season) and the
single-point measurements vary along the route, nevertheless the rms average,
over the ycer, of the monthly standard deviation of daily route mean temperatures is only about 2'C at Concord altitudes. That is, if "0 forecasting was
undertaken, but flights were instead planned simply on the avcroge route
temperature for any particul,?r month, the errors would amount only to en S.D. of
2'C over the year as a wholo (more in Winter, less in Summer). \rc are assuming
only about 30% improvement on this frr dally forecasting.
It is possible that the North Atlantic is a pcrticulnrly stable area so
far as short-term tempercturc variability at SST altitudes IS concerned, in whiah
case, for world-wide applicability, we should shift our illustrative datum point
to the right in Fig.2.
The figures given in keP.J+ cculd. perhaps be
mterprsted in this wzy. Ref.!+ qtiotes the frequency of occurrence of different
route mean temperatures round complete circles of latitude, rind at .50°N the
standard deviation derived from the quoted froqucncizs and temperatures is
more than twice that for the North Atlitntio. This may bo duz to the fact that
widely differing areas of the world are being coverod, giving a large point-topoint variation around the compltte circle of latitude. This, combined with

*Faotor applied to the monthly S.D. of mossured daily values in order to
obtain the assumed S.D. of' errors in forocastmg.
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the possibility that the world-wide readings were not synchronised (the
North Atlantic readings were all at 12.00 G.u.T.) would tend to increase the
overall variability. In particular areas, e.g. Central Russia, North Pacific,
North America, the route mcnn variability at any given time about the monthly
average might be no greater than that found for the North Atlantic.
This
requires further study:
for the time being we simply note that the
illustrative points shown in Fig.2 apply strictly to the North Atlantic route
only, and that on this route the penalty for the assumed errors in both wind
and temperature forecasts at Mach 2 SST altitudes is relatively small compared with that already existing for subsonic aircraft. An attempt will be
made in para 6 to turn the curves of Fig.2 into E per knot or per degree
imprdvement in forecasting accuracy, although it is clear in advance that the
answers (proportional to the slopes in Fig.2) will depend markedly on where one
thinks one IS to begin with.
5.2

Take-off wind and. temperature errors

As noted in para 2.2, take-off rend and tempernturc errors are dealt
with here by increasing the fuel reserve on the maJority of flights so as to
give an improvement in regularity sufficient to offset tho loss on the small
proportion of flights rwhich ‘are critical at take-off. The results are given in
Fig.3, but since the procedure is less straightforward than for the en-route
ca8e it is perhaps worthwhil e illustrating the derivntion of one of the

I

I

points in Fig.3.
SST:

Effect of an S.D. of 3'C in errors of forecost airfield temperature

S.D. of take-off fuel variation (1400 lb/'C, prsa 4):
Therefbre increase in reserve fuel for the same regularity
(0.00028, para 3):
Decrease in regularity on the flights affected due to
non-provision of this extra reserve (Fig.1):
Assumed proportion of flights affected (para 2.2):
Therefore contribution to overall loss of regularity:
Therefore increase in reserve fuel on all flights to recoup
this loss (i.e. from 98.8% to 98.92% in Fig.1):

4200

lb

3530 lb
2.4
5%
0.1%

390 lb

The results in Fig.3 show that up to a certain level of inaccuracy
c-5 knots S.D. in wind and 2-3'C in temperature) the penalties are fairly small,
but beyond this level they increase quite sharply. Tnis is due partly to the
operation of the square law noted earlier, but there is an additional effect from

,

e
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the non-linearity of the curves in Fig.1, since we are offsetting losses in
The answer is
regularity on critical flights by improvement on other flights.
also dependent on the assumption (para 2.2) that 5% of take-offs - i.e. onethird of the 15% not covered by planning for the 85% condition - are critical
Fer current subsonic jets, which are comparatively
on weight and field-length.
limit-free, this assumption (made originally to cover SST's) is probably
pessimistic, i.e. the true effect IS probably less than that given in Fig.3.
For SST's the assumption is little more than a guess, and the true answer must
It will depend on just how
await experience from actual SST operations.
oritical SST's turn out to be in relation to the field lengths available at the
time, and also of course on the load factors achieved - the higher the mean
load factor the greater the proportion of critical take-offs and the greater the
need for accuracy in forecasting take-off conditions.
Information on the degree of accuracy achieved in take-off forecasts is
somewhat scanty but the points indicated in Fig.3 arc thought to represent a
reasonable approximation to current standards, i.e. standard deviations of
about 4 knots in wind and 2'C in temporaturo.
These figures, like the rest of
Fig.3, cf course refer to errors relative to forecasts made at the time of
flight planning (fuel loading).
The points shown happen to lie on the flat
part of the curves in Fig.3, but if the errors were significantly bgher than
assumed high penalties would be incurrud, particularly as regards take-off wind
on the SST.
6

ECONOMIC ASSESSMENT
For assessing the overall ooonomic affect of different levels of

accuracy in meteorological forecasting, the most direct and appropriate method
is to calculate the incrccsc in operating costs that %rould be caused by
notionally redesigning the aircraft so as to be able to accommodnte the
increased fuel reserve without relaxation in any performance or operational
characteristic, i.e. maintaining the same ovvrall regularity (already assumed),
the same evernge load factor, tho samme take-off and landing and of course cruise
performance, the same payload capacity, the same structural integrity etc. To
assume that the aircraft is l'strotched" in any of these respects in order to
accommodate the extra fuel is simply to hido some of the real cost against
deteriorations in performance, airworthiness, regularity, enso of scheduling
and operation, and passenger service and goodwill, all of which cost money to
provide and should therefore be costed if altered.

14

In Figs.2 snd 3 the melght penalties shovm are amply the z~ncreases in
fuel weight for cn unmodd'ied design, i.e. allomlng take-off and landing pcrformancc, strength etc. to deterlornte.
To avoid such dctarloratlon it is
necessary to increase the structural strength, wing arsoa, engine sue etc.,
thereby increasing the weight still further.
It is this flnal "snowballed"
nelght increase whxh WC need for costing purposes, succ the aircraft dxcct
operating cost is quite closely proportional to the fmal. all-up we&t for
n given payload.. For c I&h 2 SST such as Concord It 1s found that the
factor by which the (take-off) weight pendtles m Figs.2 and 3 rust be
xncressed in order to obtain the final nll-up wclght for the scme performance
etc. is about 2.0. For 2 subsonic J&c such as the Boeing 707 the factor is
about 1.4. The effect of, say, 1000 lb of extra fuel in Figs.2 xd. 3 ciul therefore be assessed as follons:SST
Incrense in fuel in Figs.2 and 3
Increase in A.U.W. for same porformacc
Datum d.U.W.
Therefore $ increase in D.O.C. (4 incrcnse in
A.U.W.)

Subsonic

1000 lb

1000 lb

2000 lb

1400lb

-340 000 lb
0.5%

-315 000 lb
0.45%

The next step 1s to turn thc;se D.O.C. Increments into total costs per
3NlUD. It will be nssumed here that the maxi lntorest lies in gcttmg an
indxctlon of posslblc chnngcs in emphasis and vnlues 111 future SST operations compared mth the cxlstlng subsonx situation on which present idox are
b?sed. We will therefore USC current stotlstlcs for long-rzngo subsonic
traffic and a forward estimcte for SST's.
Current subsonic long-range tra?flc amounts to about 60 x IO9 passcngermxles per annum, equivalent to about 350 Boeing 707's. At an nvcrzge dxvct
operating cost of &bout 2$d per passenger-mxle the sorld-wade totd of direct
operating costs for current subsonic trnffic 1s thcrcfore about &560m per annum.
Thus, 1000 lb in Figs.2 2nd 3, whvhlch we hew seen 1s cquivalad to 0.45% D.O.C.,
1s worth about E2.5m per ?nnurn spread over the current world total of longrange subsonic operations.
Estimcrtcs of future supersonIc vaff1.c vay consldcrcbly.

Allowing for

continued traffic growth, hovcvcr, rind. assuming thot SST's a-e successful, it
till be assumed that in about 15-20 yews time there rnli b;. the equivnlcntL
*i.e. including

posslblc Aa?riwn SST's.

2
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of 400 Concords in service, corresponding to about 120 x IO9 passenger-miles
per annum. Assuming a D.O.C. of 2% per passenger-mile at currant money values,
this corresponds to a world-wide total for supersonic transports of about

+Cl4OOm per annum. On this basis 1000 lb in Figs.2 and 3, worth 0.5% D.O.C.,
corresponds to a total of E8.lm ner annum spread over a possible world total of
A large part of the difference between
SST operations in 15-20 years time.
this figure and the previous figure of rE2.5m per annum for subsonic aircraft is
of course due to the fact that ~18 are here assessing
supersonic operations
against a datum of existing subsonic operations, with a factor of two between
the respective traffic volumes.

.

,

These costs per 1000 lb of fuel can now be oombincd with slopes taken
from Figs.2 and 3 to give the value por knot or per degree change in standard
deviation of forecasting errors. As noted earlier, we meet at this point the
difficulty of deciding whereabouts on Figs.2 and 3 to measure the slopes, since
the curves are non-linear.
In the table below the slopeo have been measured
in the neighbourhood of the typical values which ere thought to have been or
aro expected to be achieved.
The slopes used ere quoted, and if it is wished to
USC different values tho answers can bc scaled up or dovM with rcferenoe to
Figs.2 and 3.
Tablo 2

Current

Effects of 1 knot or l°C change in the standard deviations of
wind and temperature forecasting errors
Annual value
Slope assumed
por knot or per
degree C
long-range subsonic operations:-

1 knot S.D.
l°C S.D. in
1 knot S.D.
l°C S.D. in

in route moan wind
route mean tompcrcturs
in taku-off wind
takkc-off tomperaturo

TUture supersonic transport opcrations:1 knot S.D. in rout.0 moan wind
l°C S.D. in route moan tcmpcrature
1 knot S.D. in take-off wind
l°C S.D. in teke-off temperature

230 lb/knot

GO.50m

30 lb/'C
60 lb/knot
100 lb/'C

&O.O8m
E0.15m

30 lb/knot
130-430 lb/%
30 lb/knot

eco.2b.m

150 lb/'C

E0.25m

+31.05m-&3.48m
Gco.24.m
~1.21m
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Apart from en-route mind, the economic effects of 1 lmot or I'C change
in the standard devlatlon of forecasting errors are all higher for the assumed
future SST operations than for exlsting long-range subsonic operations. AS
noted above, this is partly due to the assumed increase in traffic. However, in
the case of en-route temperature there 1s also a large increase In sensitivity,
with the result that the value of l°C change in S.D. wxll be very much higher in
future supersonic operatxons than it is In current subsonzc operations.
Accurate forecasting of take-off temperature will also be appreciably more
Important than at present.
Since changes of 1 knot or I'C, in the table above, represent quite different proportionate changes relative to datum as botwcen different conditions and
as between subsonic and supcrsonlc operations, it is useful to xx-cast tho
results to shou instead the effects of equal percontaga changes in accuracy for
each condition. This is done in Table 3 below, using for illustration a change
of 25% compared with the datum accuracy assumed.

Effects of 25% changes in the stondrrd devxtlons of umnd and
temperature forecasting errors relative to the assumed datum values
&ssumcd
datum

Annual value per
change in S.D.

25%

Current long-range subsonlo opcrntions:25% S.D. m
25% S.D. in
25% S.D. m
25% S.D. m

route moan wind
route mean temperature
take-off wxnd
take-off temperature

12 knots

i3.7443

4L°C
2

SO.OTm

4 knots

z&O.l5rn

2Oc

~0.12.m

25% S.D. in route moan wind
25$ S.D. in route mom temperature
25% S.D. m t&e-off rind

6 knots
l+OC

~0.361~

4 knots

eso.24.m

25%

2Oc

&0.60m

Future supersonx transport opcrat.tlons:-

S.D. in take-off temperature

~0.39m41.30m

Thus, in terms of cqu,?l percentage changes m accuracy compared lnth what
h.?s been achiaved or 1s expected to be ochlcved, the only Item of real importance in current subsonic oporatlons is en-route wmd, uhcro it is worth payzng
as much as ~~.i'Lm per year to effect D 25% Lmprovemont.
i/ith the datum veJ.ues
used here, nothing on supersonic trrrnsports is as important as vnnd on the
subsonlcs so far as a given percentage change In accuracy is concerned.

i

Hov%ver, the other items arc significantly more important than on subsonics.
Qhereas in current subsonic operations the conclusion would be that any
additional effort available should be applied mainly to improving the accuraoy
of forecasting en-route winds, in future supersonic operations it would seem
that effort should be spread between en-route temperature and take-off temperature. The importance of take-off temperature on SST's is worth noting, since
in preliminary discussions the emphasis has usually been laid on en-route
temperature.
As discussed earlier, however, it must be noted that some doubts
have been raised on tha validity of the datum assumption of ls°C S.D. for route
mean temperature errors, based on North Atlantic data.
If this were 506& higher,
for instance, the value per degree change in S.D. (Table 2) would be about
4% higher, i.e. &.47m~~lc.89m per annum, and the value per B change
(Table 3) would be over twice as great, i.e. E0.8211142.74mpor annum, depending
in each case on the sensitivity of the engine/intake/nosslo
system to ambient
temperature.
The wide spread of answers for en-route temperature ef'feote is unfortunate but unavoidable at the prosent state of knovlcdge.
To reduce it, &fort
must be applied on the one hand to improving our knowlodge of xhat the standard
of world-wide route mean forecasting accuraoy is likely to be at SST operating
altitudes, i.e. whether the assumption of I$-'C S.D. basod on North Atlantic
data is repressntativc or not, and on the other hand to defining with more
certainty the sensitivity of SST enginc/intako/noszle
systems to ambient temperature. So far as the latter aspect is concerned the only figures currently
cvaileblc in this country are for Concord with the pro-produotion intake and
nozzle system. E&C/Sua hopo to be able to improve on this for later (Stage I)
alroraft;
the lower sensitivities quoted correspond to this hope and the
higher sensitivities to the currently-designed system. In 6-12 months wa should
have a better idea of the extent to which the hoped-for improvement will be
achieved on Stage I Concords.
On American SST's we have no knowledge of the
temperature sensitivity, and since this is highly dependent on the general
philosophy and detailed matching of engine, intake and nossle, any attempt to
estimate it aithout a proper kno:sledgc of the systsmproposod could be considerably in error.

i
Despite the uncertainty about; the precise numbers, Lt is clear that accurate
en-route temper&ture forecasting xz~ll be much more xmportant m future supersonic
operations than It has been m subsonic operations, and d the standard deviatxon
of errors 1s appreciably greater than the assumed value (l&'C route mean) high
economic penaltles ~111 be Incurred.
It should perhaps be noted once again that the comparative results for
supersonIc and subsonic operations in Tables 2 and 3 are brectly affected by
the assumptions made concerning relatzve traffx volumes, and. that the above
figures all refer to assumed future aupersomc operstlons, represented by the
equivalent of 400 Concords in 15-20 years txno, compared with existinq longrange subsonic operations equivalent to about 350 Boeing 707's. One might
instead be Interested In the comparison of future supersonIc operations with
future subsonlc operations, IX order to decide between competing demands on
lirmted future facllltlGs. In this case, in order to beer the correct relativity
to the quoted supersonic flguros, the subsonic figxcs must be scaled up to allow
for future subsonic traffic growth.
On the assumptxons made here, based on a
60$ penetration of the long-haul market by SST's in 1980-1985, the scaling
factor on the existing subsonzc figures in Tables 2 and 3 nould be about 1.5.
If the market pcn.?trntlon of SST's were smaller than assumed here, the supcrsonic figures would need to be scald down compared with those given above,
whdc the subsonw figures v~ould. be zncressed still further. Thus:Relative supersonic/subsonic
share of future trzffic

6~$ SST/w's subsonic (as here)
5% SST/50$ subsonlo
40% SST/6C$ subsonIc

Scal~mr: factors on the results of
Tables 2 zncl 3 for future subsonic
and

supwsornc

operations

Supersonic

Subsonic

1.0

1.5
1.88
2.25

0.83
0.67

The effect of such changes is of course to lncrecso the relative importvlce of sccurnte en-route wxd fcrecdxng for subsonic nircrzft compared with
the importance of accurate tempexture forec cstlng for supersonic aircraft.
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CONCLUSIONS

(i)

The effects of errors In meteorological forcczsting can be expressed
in terms of the extra rescrvc fuel noded to achieve a givan operatIonal regulcsity,
and hence 111 terms of tho ndditiond cperating cost ca~cd by deslgnlng the aircrtift so as to be able to cary this higher reserve fuel \.ithout degradation of

,
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It 1s
any other performance, opwntlonnl or p,?sscngcr-sorvlco chcrcctcrlstic.
Important xhen attempting to cost moteorological errors or the lnf'iuencc of any
othor vi\riablllty that the effects should be properly combined with a11 other
contingencies on n statistical baas , othcnilse exaggcrcted results ~411 be
obtain&
(zi)
On current long-range subsonic Jets, by fcr the most Importnnt
m~tcorologicol factor is the error in f'oreowtlng thL- rout0 moan wind., currently
A 25% chagc in this standard,
2ssossOa 88 n standcrd dcvl,-.tlon of i2 Inots.
i.e. +3 knots, 1s cstim?ted to bc worth El.7kn per year over the carent worldwide tote1 of subsonic long--ago operatrons.
(iii) On SST’s the most sonsitlve cn-route vnri?.ble is temperature. Lookmf; to a world-v&lo supersonic transport flwt equivnlont in productivity to
4.00 Concords in 15-20 years timo, it 1s calculated that l°C chcngo in the stnndcrd dcviatlon of error in the route mean temparaturo nil1 be l:orth &:l.lm to
&.ym per yetir, depending on the absolute level of acourncy achwvod r~ld on the
sensitivity of the enginc/intckc/noezlt
system to temporrrtturo.
North ktlantio
statistics suggest D standard dcvlction of route mean forecast error of only
lL°C
2 * A 25% ch,cnge in this stad,wd ;iould be worth ?ZO.j?m to E1.30m par yeor‘,
but if the dctum error wore 50% hzghor than w.sumcd (I.c. 2$C instead of l~'C),
teen c 25% change ssuld be ;?orth G0.82~ to &2.7&n per yo?r.
(iv)
Accurate forccnsting of nirficld temper-turc for tokc-off ;vlll be
more important for supersonIc trcnspnrts thdn for current ,zzrcml't.
hmnung 3
standnrd deviation in forecasting error of 2 Or<, a 25yo iTproven:ent in a~curc~y is
estimated to be worth about E0.6m per ywr.
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